THE ALPHA BED

KEY FEATURES
Heavy duty & precision
manufactured which has been
tested to 10,000 cycles
Robust steel bed frame
Compact – protrudes 41cm from
the wall when folded
Mounts vertically or horizontally
Spring balance lift mechanism with
steady release for safe lifting action
Adjustable tension to balance
Trip-Free leg system

Designed for daily use, the Alpha Bed™ system can be used to
create Single, Double and King size folding wall bed systems within
a cabinet. The versatility of the design gives the user the option to
mount the frame in a vertical or horizontal style.
The Alpha Bed™ is a lightweight, universal, structural steel bed
frame with double overlap steel stiffeners. The design is complete
with our Trip-Free™ leg system and is designed to exceed the
strength of wood or aluminium as well as residential and commercial
specifications.
All sizes of the Alpha Bed™ system benefit from our heavy duty,
universal, easy-operating lift mechanism, which allows for a variation
of spring combinations in order to balance all of our available bed
sizes.
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A superb safety aspect of the bed is the mechanisms steady release
as the bed is pulled down. This ensures that it does not come crashing
to the floor with force or speed, avoiding any health & safety issues
or potential damage to the bed. When in use, the legs are tucked
under bed so they don’t catch feet. When not in use, the legs rotate
over the mattress into the cabinet.

Email: info@hideaway.co.uk
www.hideaway.co.uk
Unit 1, Bluewater Estate, Bell Close
Plympton, Plymouth, Devon PL7 4JH

Limited 5 YEAR warranty on manufacturer defects. Misuse, abuse, or
damage by misapplication are not covered. Please note: wall bed frames
and mechanisms are illustrated with cabinets and doors (purchased
separately) for demonstration purposes only.

THE ALPHA BED SPECIFICATIONS

Alpha Bed™ Vertical

Alpha Bed™ Horizontal

3’
(97 X 190CM)
SINGLE

4’6”
(140 X 190CM)
DOUBLE

5’
(150 X 200CM)
KING

A = 212cm

A = 212cm

A = 225cm

B = 113cm

B = 151cm

B = 166cm

C = 41cm

C = 41cm

C = 41cm

D = 215cm

D = 215cm

D = 227cm

A = 121cm

A = 160cm

A = 175cm

B = 203cm

B = 203cm

B = 216cm

C = 41cm

C = 41cm

C = 41cm

D = 125cm

D = 163cm

D = 178cm

Compatible Mattresses
Most mattresses are compatible with the Alpha Bed™ as the sprung counter-balance mechanism can be adjusted
to compensate for different mattress weights.
Orthosoft Mattress

Y

Y

Y

Memory Duetto Mattress

Y

Y

Y

Waterlattex Mattress

Y

Y

Y

Technical changes accepted, all dimensions are approximate values. Small deviations, either constructive or technical might
occur. Hideaway Beds Ltd, make no warranties, express, implied or statutory as to the information in this document. O&OE.

